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PRESS KIT 

 

A NEW TAKE-OFF 

Lasserre, legendary Michelin-starred restaurant located on the Champs-Elysées, has just 

welcomed Nicolas Le Tirrand as its new, young and modern Chef. An arrival that follows 

the remarkable refurbishment of its very unique open-sky dining-room.  

A spirited momentum for this establishment that has been renowned for almost 80 years. 
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                                                   This fall, Restaurant Lasserre entrusted Nicolas Le 

                                                          Tirrand, a bright, young Chef, very accustomed to 

                                                               acclaimed restaurants, to take over its kitchens.  

                                                                     At 37, Le Tirrand has trained in no less than 

                                                                        5 Michelin-starred restaurants, including the 

                                                                           most prestigious ones in Paris.  

                                                                            Till very recently, he was Executive Chef 

                                                                              at the Pavillon Ledoyen*** (Paris), under 

                                                                              the tutorship of Yannick Alléno. Before 

                                                                             that he had worked at the Plaza 

                                                                            Athénée***(Paris) for 6 years, collaborated 

                                                                          with Éric Briffard at the Four Seasons 

                                                                        George V** (Paris) and operated the 39V* 

                                                                     (Paris) with Frédéric Vardon for 4 years.  

                                                                Today, it is in this festive, incomparably theatrical 

                                                           house which just underwent some major  

                                                   refurbishments, that Nicolas Le Tirrand spreads his wings  

                                          and reveals his own style: rigorous, straightforward and 

                             contemporary. 

 

A dynamic, eco-aware Chef 

Patient, workaholic and bon vivant, Nicolas Le Tirrand is both a Chef and a cook. A cook, 

as he masters the art of assembling, seasoning and cooking at the perfect temperature; a 

Chef, thanks to his leadership abilities. In fact, Le Tirrand is very attentive to his whole 

environment. He is a respectful manager, particularly aware as to product sourcing, waste 

management and globally on ecology. 

To support him, he can count on a multigenerational team which skilfully mixes 

unparalleled erudition, historical know-how, new technics along with a modern vision. 

Lasserre can also rely on Jean Lachenal, a talented Pastry Chef who already forms, with 

Nicolas Le Tirrand, an extremely motivated young partnership. 
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A subtle and tasteful cuisine  

At Lasserre, Nicolas Le Tirrand displays a creative, sharp and light cooking style. 

Loyal to René Lasserre’s philosophy, he endorses French high gastronomy – claiming it 

from the appetizer (a sea-potato from Noirmoutier, cooked in a iodic juice, hollowed out 

and garnished with a fine jelly made of butterless white butter sauce, topped with an 

oceanic, crusty, thin lace biscuit covered with another delicate jelly made with turnips and 

ponzu, and a few caviar beads) –, freeing himself from any sort of classicism. Lighter bases, 

updated sauces, extended set of textures – always combining at the very least bity, crunchy 

and melty –, profusion of intricate technics, new structuring: Le Tirrand puts forward some 

gourmand, tasteful, straightforward, colourful creations that are evident to understand 

when tasting them. His dishes stand for him, his tastes are clear.  

On the A La Carte menu, he re-institutes what is called a hors-d’œuvre – an almost 

forgotten word that designates the second dish which whets one’s appetite just before the 

main course – and proposes four of them.     

 Among those: Mr. Cailloux’s Gravlax cucumber, iced timbale with the last summer  

                                         tomatoes (37€). Coming from Mr. Cailloux’s farm, the small 

                                                  cucumbers are smoked and glazed with a gravlax sauce 

                                                         perfumed with dill and laid on three lines of honey, 

                                                            mustard and cucumber jelly. A la minute, the maître 

                                                               d’ comes and tops the dish with some grated 

                                                                cucumber seasoned with orange flower and 

                                                                 thyme. Aside, the Chef serves a cucumber sorbet 

                                                                which he has mischievously liven up with a 

                                                               vinaigrette made of ripped tomatoes, cucumber 

                                                            pips and tagete oil.  

                                                        His central theme is incidentally the vegetable, that he 

                                                 uses a lot, surprisingly shaping it while multiplying its 

                                       appearances to magnify its presence. 

In order to satisfy the most regular customers, he also knows how to update the signature 

dishes, adding his own unique touch. Everyone will consequently rediscover the Macaroni 

gratin with black truffles (110€). On a very tender artichoke base, the Chef lays a series of 
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long Italian, al dente macaroni filled with a mouth-watering mix of truffles, cepe and 

Parisian mushrooms. He then coats them with a fine Parmesan cheese breadcrumbs to 

add a delicate crust to the gratin. Both generous and light. 

                                    As main courses, he has imagined seven distinct elements, including 

                                           the White turbot flesh on his milk, sauce of celtuce salad with 

                                                  Oscietra caviar (110€). The wild turbot comes from 

                                                       Noirmoutier; poached in his milk, it is surrounded with a 

                                                          sauce made with Celtuce lettuce and copiously 

                                                            brightened up with some Prestige Oscietra caviar. 

                                                             Aside, a cauliflower purée, a fermented cabbage 

                                                             bavarois and the turbot’s bards, marinated in rice 

                                                             vinegar and grilled the aburi way, all this sprinkled 

                                                          with dried turbot skin and lime, accompany the fish. 

                                                        For game connoisseurs, he saves his Grouse filets with 

                                                 peated barley and home-made linguine with dried yeast 

                                           (88€). The Chef fillets the breast, marinates them in hydromel, 

                                 poaches them in an aromatic milk composed of juniper berries, cloves 

and pine sprigs, smears them with the reduced hydromel marinade and finally sprinkles 

some roasted rice germs on top. Plated on the meat juice, the fillets are sided with some 

homemade linguine, cooked à la minute and whisked with egg yolks and vinegar, 

abundantly sprinkled with dried baker’s yeast, and a royale of grouse with pearl barley and 

peaty whiskey. 

Local and organic products indeed, attention to details, subtlety in the associations, the 

Chef uses his own ways to awaken taste buds and arouse enthusiasm. 

A tasting menu in 6 courses, including 2 desserts, at 190€ (350 € with wine pairing) and a lunch menu in 3 

courses at 90€ (120€ with wine pairing) are available.   
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                                                                      A very unique dining room with an 

                                                                        unparalleled sense of theatricalness 

                                                                         Arriving at Restaurant Lasserre is like 

                                                                         entering the late René Lasserre’s own house, 

                                                                        imagining the man had thought about 

                                                                      absolutely each and every single details in 

                                                                  order to transform any visit into a sensational and 

                                                              unforgettable meal. Greeted by the parking valet, 

                                                          escorted to the amusingly tiny lift – recently 

                                                    upholstered with a black fabric embroidered with a 

                                          multitude of doves, the house’s symbol –, the spectacle awaits 

                           behind the door. 

                    Getting inside, with style and in the sight of every other guests, is the 

                  beginning of it all. Immediately stroke by the vision of the beautiful, mechanical, 

                       35 square-meters roof that widely opens onto the Parisian sky, one 

                             discovers what makes this restaurant famously unique in the world. 

                                 Thanks to this sunroof and since 66 years, warm evenings have been 

                                   enchanted by starlight, hot days naturally freshened and dinners 

                                     have been enjoying the open-sky view. 

                                    To remain contemporary, assert its art of hospitality and get its 

                                   sense of celebration back, Lasserre’s legendary dining room recently 

                               underwent some major refurbishment, with the help of  

                            Marie Deroudilhe1.  

                  Inspired by a winter garden, both warm and bright, the decor of the Restaurant 

evokes a modern splendour. Through the 3 vast arched bay windows, the sunbathed room 

admires the architectural finesse of the Grand Palais, its original frescos and monumental 

equestrian statues. And thanks to the accumulation of 8 imposing mirrors, eyes wander 

around with discretion. Looking without being seen was after all the favourite game of the 

householder. 

                                                           
1 In 2014, Marie Deroudilhe was selected as one of the 80 best French architects by the well-respected magazine Architectural Design.  
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                                                                    Henceforth covered by a golden mirror, the 

                                                     sunroof reflects the omnipresent whiteness of the 

                                           mouldings and wood panels. On the walls, gorgeous anise- 

                                        green fabrics with contemporary patterns in grey-shades have 

                                    been affixed. Representing majestic birds, slender branches, 

                             blossomed flowers and butterflies, it also showcases a few grapes vines: 

                           a subtle wink to the ingenious grape harvests René Lasserre had created 

                       to animate his Restaurant, and that were shortly copied with success by the 

              Avenue Montaigne Committee. The thick, grey carpet has long and thin bronze 

                embroidered creepers on it, recalling once again nature in its most modern 

                 representation, and alluding comfort straight away. 

                         In this 170 square-meters room, several spaces take shape. Each of them, 

                           separated by a white baluster adorned with a beige marble and lavishly 

                          decorated with immaculate orchids, ensures privacy while maintaining a 

                       certain conviviality. At night time, a musician plays the piano and, in the 

           central excavated space René Lasserre had imagined to ensure a certain show 

        effect, the floor sparkles under the star canopy.  

Tables, covered with white tablecloths, smoothly welcomes the contemporary china with 

ethereal golden patterns, the vintage emblazoned silverware and centrepieces by young 

designers from ECAL (Lausanne art school). Around them sit medallion armchairs, 

upholstered with burgundy velvet and a bronze and grege piping, matching the cosy 

banquettes, usually dedicated to love birds. 

The gilded consoles, once designed by the craftsmen of the house to help the service staff, 

have been painted in white to offer them a freshened breath, and to imprint a timeless 

stamp to the dining room.   

In the recesses are displayed some quite extraordinary and historical pieces, bargain-

hunted or commissioned by the householder back in the days. From the impressive 

earthenware from Saxony with a colourful parrot on top, to the collection of bird-shaped 

silversmithries, patiently accumulated, that are now soberly exhibited on a shelf; 

everything reminds us of the splendour of the past and demonstrates the new modernity 

of the house with an undeniable flair. 
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION AND CONTACTS 

17 Avenue Franklin Roosevelt 

75008 Paris, France 

+33 (0)1 43 59 02 13 

reservation@lasserre.fr 

restaurant-lasserre.com 

 

The restaurant is open for dinner from Tuesday to Saturday, starting at 7 p.m. and for lunch 

on Thursdays and Fridays, starting at noon. 

 

 

CONTACT PRESSE 

presse@lasserre.com 

mailto:presse@lasserre.com

